Doug Plowman
City Planner
Monona, WI

Dear Mr. Plowman,
Attached you will find a revised scale drawing of our proposed patio project with two options, and fence
permit application.
Option A: We will use the originally proposed cedar panels, and cut them down from the original 64
inches to 57 inches total including 15 inches of see through decorative lattice at the top. The solid
portion of the panels would be 42 inches. Panels would be sealed and kept in good repair.
Option B: Revised panels will use horizontal boards stained attractively once they are fully dried.
Background
Salvatore’s Tomato Pies enjoyed the use of an outdoor patio last season. We received no external
complaints, and it did not cause any problems. We invested $10,000.00 in high quality patio furniture
and equipment last season and hope to continue to use it. Seasonal outdoor dining has historically been
popular in Wisconsin, and especially so post COVID. In fact, many restaurateurs agree that it is critical to
success in the warmer months. The City of Madison has made permanent the incredibly popular
Streetery program, which expanded outdoor dining greatly and offered opportunities to restaurants
that were previously not able to have outdoor dining space. Monona’s outdoor dining program was
temporary and ended when the County Emergency Order expired. All three of my downtown Madison
locations have ample outdoor dining space and it definitely contributes to the success of those locations
and serves to activate the streetscape.
Construction
The panels will not be permanently affixed to the building structure, or secured permanently to the
ground. They are designed to be broken down and stored for the winter to facilitate ease of snow
removal. We plan to use the patio seasonally from May 1, to October 15. This patio design is not
permanent and may shift to the side of the building after final remodeling of the interior which we hope
to have complete by late fall. The panels will be anchored to heavy dirt filled planters which are
additionally ballasted with approximately 28 5 gallon water containers that reside in the bottom of the
planters.

Seating Plan
The patio will comfortably allow for 40 seats. The layout will be exactly the same as last season.
Currently there is no space for guests to dine inside. We are designing the interior restaurant to only
occupy one half of the former Pizza Oven.
Former Pizza Oven
The former restaurant occupied the entire 5,300 square foot space. When we took over the space, the
restaurant had been operating with a seating capacity in excess of 165 people. We have converted a
portion of the restaurant space into a state licensed meat processing plant and commissary kitchen that
services our other restaurants and produces our frozen pizza. This is operational only during the day.
We feel that with our outdoor patio, and a restaurant with a much smaller footprint, and less capacity,
we will occupy less parking space than the previous tenant.
Parking
The building owner has informed me that parking is shared among all the tenants in the strip mall.
There are no designated spaces solely for the use of any entity. We open at 4pm during the week, and
are open at 11 am on Saturday and Sunday. I do not anticipate these hours changing. Parking blocks will
be installed in the spaces in front of our patio.
Deed Restriction
The landlord has shared with me that the covenant precludes construction/modification to the exterior
of the building that would materially change the footprint without receiving permission from other
owners. This temporary seasonal patio is not a permanent modification to the exterior of the building
and in no way impedes access to any other business as we are located at the end of the strip mall.
There is a public sidewalk at the front of the property as well. You’d find a similar example of what we
are trying to do at the former Manna Café (Now Ancora) on the North Side of Madison. It is a
restaurant, in a busy strip mall, that has an outdoor café right outside the front door. It has been
operating for decades with no issues.
Noise
There were no noise complaints last year, and we don’t anticipate receiving any this year either. We
aren’t planning on having any amplified music. The sound of conversation and dining is completely lofty
over the noise of traffic on Monona Drive. Our building also serves to contain any noise from spilling
over the the residences behind our property.
Sincerely,
Patrick DePula
CEO/Chef
Salvatore’s Tomato Pies
Madison, Monona, Sun Prairie
Salvatore’s Catering
Dark Horse Art Bar

